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Details of Visit:

Author: angel surfer
Location 2: Essex
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 3 Mar 2008 5pm
Duration of Visit: half hour
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Jemma's
Website: http://www.kayjemmas.co.uk
Phone: 02085999605
Phone: 02085901462

The Premises:

It was discreet and fairly average.

The Lady:

Holly has a reasonably pretty face, and looks a bit overweight or slightly fat (fatter than in the web
pictures).

The Story:

I had chosen Holly because I thought she looked ok on the website pictures, and I was told that she
does the extras I was considering.

Everything that Holly agreed to do before I paid her, was then either refused, or made as
uncomfortable and awkward as possible by her, after she had taken the money.

She consistently came up with one excuse after another, mixed with blunt refusals to do anything
properly or how I asked her to.

She refused to move to where I asked her to, she refused any positions I asked for, and she made
sure that anything remotely sexual only lasted for a few seconds before she moved away again, not
doing anything properly.

Having refused me what I had paid the ???130 for, she then tried to give me a hand job, to try and
get rid of me quick.

I have never been so turned off by any other woman. I never even got to see her arse.

Holly???s attitude and all her verbal comments were totally patronising. She was in a mad RUSH to
do as least as possible, as quickly and mechanically as possible, and as she was rushing to get out
of the room, she made the final excuse that she was sorry but she hadn???t been there very long,
(even though she has been on the website since at least last summer).
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I am a young, average looking guy, and I am quiet, very passive and accomodating. If a woman
doesn???t want to do one particular thing, my normal attitude is ok, I???ll try something else. I
never argue or insist on doing something the woman doesn???t want. But in this session Holly was
blaming me for moving my cock, when she had grabbed hold of it and was controlling it herself.

I am normally full of compliments for the woman when I am leaving a place, and I have never even
considered writing a net report before, but feel like I should try to warn others.

I asked the maid if she had been busy that day, or whether she could offer any other mitigation for
me to write in this report, but the maid said she had not been busy, and also said that Holly doesn't
tolerate people very easily, which I had already discovered.

I have never experienced anyone as offputing or unsexy as Holly, even another woman just lying
down, not moving, and ignoring me, would have been a massive improvement.

Afterwards, I went to another place, where the woman was stunningly good looking, and did a lot of
proper sex for, for a nuch cheaper price, where I came without any problems.

Even if you want any of the extras that Holly claims to offer, you will still end up being conned and
ripped-off like I was, there are other women who do extras properly, are better looking, and much
cheaper, elsewhere.

Service Provider's Rebuttal

Holly writes:

I remember the stated service extremely well reason being the extent of what was expected of me
to do.In my own defence while trying to provide the service which was payed for i was made to feel
very uncomfortable with my health being constantly put at risk.Its highly unhygenic and dangerous
to be expected to continually penetrate the anal and vaginal areas alternately with the same
condom,which is what was asked of me.I pride myself on the quality of service i provide yet this
would be compromised if the customer is not willing to co-operate with how the service should be
conducted.many regards holly.
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